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Summary 
 
Creating photorealistic animals in computer graphics is common within the VFX 
industry and is increasing as the technology advances. With CG you can 
nowadays create almost realistic and believable animals. One of the biggest 
challenges in creating a realistic animal is creating realistic fur. The question is 
what challenges poses creating realistic fur and what is the process to achieve it? 
How does groom affect the other departments in the pipeline such as modeling 
and texturing, what are things you need to keep in mind when creating fur? In 
this thesis, the study of recreating a realistic fur for a lion was conducted while 
examining the challenges posed while creating it. The study shows that grooming 
demands more out of the other departments and while creating realistic fur is 
one thing, accomplishing realistic hair within a context such as for a specific 
animal is an elaborate process which demands both technical and artistic skills 
in conjunction with a structured approach.  
 
 

Summering 
 

Att skapa fotorealistiska djur inom datorgrafik är vanligt i VFX industrin och blir 
allt vanligare i takt med att teknologin förbättras. I datorgrafik så kan man idag 
skapa nästintill realistiska och trovärdiga djur. En av de största utmaningarna i 
att skapa ett realistiskt djur är päls. Frågan är vilka utmaningar päls utgör och 
vad är processen för att nå det? Hur påverkar päls andra områden i pipeline så 
som modellering och texturering? Vad bör man ha i åtanke när man skapar päls? 
I denna rapport har en studie av återskapandet av realistisk päls för ett lejon 
utförts och en undersökning av dess utmaningar. Studien visar att grooming 
kräver mer utav de andra avdelningarna. Skapa realistisk päls är en sak men att 
uppnå ett realistiskt resultat i ett konkret sammanhang för ett specifikt djur är 
en utmanande process som kräver både tekniska och konstnärliga kompetenser 
samt ett strukturerat förhållningssätt. 
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1 Introduction and background 

Animals have been used in art since humans first started carving in stone 
and have been used throughout history in literature, mythologies, and art as 
symbols and as a medium for telling stories (Hinton 1971). Which is probably 
why it’s still a big part of visual storytelling and continues to be used for movies 
and commercials to promote a product or telling a story.  

Realism has come a long way when it comes to computer graphics, with 
movies such as Jungle Book and Life of Pi featuring photorealistic animals. An 
important feature of creating a realistic animal is fur, which has advanced a lot in 
the recent years. The usage of real animals in movies and commercials is not 
ideal, especially politically and for the safety of the animals. Technically it is also 
difficult, as the animals are not able to perform over and over. With CG animals, 
you can control their performance. There are cases in productions where the use 
of a real animal has lead to danger for the animal, which also means bad publicity 
for the movie (Newman, 2014). Using wild animals can also be dangerous for the 
actors. Since the technology is so developed filmmakers choose to have CG 
animals instead as it enables creative freedom. This requires the industry to 
reach a level which should recreate the real world. In Life of Pi, some of the shots 
were made using a real tiger, this made it even more critical for the CG to look 
the same as there was no way cheating around it. There were about a dozen of 
groom artists working on the fur for that single tiger (Mekado 2012). This 
demonstrates that the industry needs qualified grooming artists to take on the 
challenge of recreating realistic fur. What are some good approaches to creating 
a realistic and sustainable fur for an animal to meet the demands of the industry? 

1.1 Questions and purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the process of realistic fur in the VFX 
industry of today. The research includes what to keep in mind when grooming is 
a part of the creature development pipeline. The following questions will be 
covered: 

• What is the process for creating realistic and sustainable fur? what 
qualities make it appear realistic? What challenges does it pose? 

• What do you need to keep in mind for the fur to function on a larger scale 
with other departments (modeling and texturing)?  

• How realistic is the result? If not, what is missing and what gives it away?  

1.2 Limitations 

The prime focus of this study is grooming and the look of the grooming.  It will 
investigate how a groom in the character development pipeline affects the 
departments of modeling and texturing. It will not consider how it affects rigging 
and animation. The thesis won’t be comparing softwares and will be conducted 
using Xgen interactive grooming but will maintain a general focus on grooming. 
Since there won’t be any comparison between softwares there could be some 
difference in certain aspects. This thesis will not include rigging, animation, 
lighting, and compositing. I will not create my own model but will use an existing 
model provided by Fable FX.  
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2 Theory 

2.1 Approaches to fur in VFX 
 
In 1995, Jumanji was released. ILM had the challenge of creating a collection of 
different animals, some of these with fur. Since this was new at the time ILM had 
to create a grooming software in order to give the lion and monkeys fur.  

Shortly after Jumanji, in 1998, ILM took on another challenge of a movie 
featuring a gorilla, Mighty Joe Young. The grooming needed to be developed 
further in order to give it the right dynamics. Jumanji had been a starting 
launcher for animals in VFX, which had been awakened by the success of the 
dinosaurs in Jurassic Park. (ILM 2017)  

If you compare from the days of Jumanji and commercials such as the Coca-
Cola polar bear by Rhythm and Hues and then take a look at The Jungle Book, 
King Kong, and animated movies such as Zootopia, it is apparent that it has 
undergone a lot of technical and visual improvements in twenty years time.  

The fur created for the Coca Cola polar bear by Rhythm and Hues in 1993 
was created by using textured planes with color and opacity maps combined 
with a phong shader (Neulander, Kato and Beason 2013). Now, it’s a generated 
procedural approach, generating thousands of individual hair strands 
(Neulander, Huang, and Rijkpema n.d). King Kong (2007) had 4 million hair 
strands (Hill 2006) while the gorilla in King Kong: Skull Island (2016) had 19 
million hair strands. This shows the advancement of technology in an 
approximate 10 year period.  However, working with 19 million hair strands in 
the viewport is still too heavy and the amount is reduced in the viewport while 
working and increased at render time. The advantage of CG is that you can take 
certain creative liberties. The director wanted the hair of King Kong: Skull island 
to not have the appearance of gorilla hair, instead, they aimed towards a camel 
and buffalo hair design and created many texture maps for variation in the hair 
(Seymour 2017).  

The approach that studios have when they aim for creating realistic 
animals is using a lot of image and video reference, and sometimes excursions to 
ZOO or bringing animals to the studio (Okun and Zwerman 2010) Underlining 
the importance of references for accuracy in realism.  

In Jungle book, MPC created 244 unique animals, this is a long step from 
Jumanji’s stampede scene. However, their softwares were improved in order to 
simulate fur (MPC 2017) Proving that the softwares and methods are still 
evolving to reach realism and being able to handle fur in more efficient ways. 
Another case of that is Guardians of the Galaxy (2014). Framestore required 
their fur system to be rebuilt in order to handle the simulation and collision of 
the fur in Rocket, one of the characters in the movie. Another challenge apart 
from simulating fur and having powerful software is the look of the fur; the 
texture, shading and rendering. In Rocket’s case the texturing was approached 
by creating a manifold of texture maps for each length of the hairs. (Framestore). 

The mill created a commercial for 02 featuring a blue rabbit, it had 50 
iterations of texture and fur. (The Mill) 

 For Legend of Tarzan, Framestore had to create several gorilla characters. 
For variation, they each varied in length, density and color and also gave them 
gray patches and bald spots. (Framestore) 
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2.2 Realism  
 
 “Realism is not a manner, but an approach and an aim” – (Berger, cited in 
Stremmel 2004) 
 

 In the 19th century, there was an art movement called realism. This was 
the first art style to refer to itself as a realistic visual art form. This had a lot to do 
with the invention of photography being in the works simultaneously, giving the 
influence of photorealism in art. However, realism has been something that has 
been strived for in art since the classical era (Stremmel 2004) and continues to 
be strived for today in computer graphics. Realism is something which is 
important in the VFX industry and something a lot of directors want and expects. 
If the goal of the movie/commercial is photorealism then if something breaks 
that, it will make the audience disconnect with the shot. There should not be a 
significant difference between the real footage and the CG.  The key to realism 
comes down to detail, lack of detail and non-varied texture is what gives the CG 
away and will make it look fake. (Okun and Zwerman 2010) 

Realism in the visual arts is a style representation close to reality. The key 
features of reproducing reality are color, proportions, three-dimensional aspects, 
distance, and light.  How reality is represented is related to how these features 
are perceived.  (Stremmel 2004) 
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2.3 Fur and hair qualities 
 
In CG, characters often tend to have straight hair instead of curly hair. This is due 
to that there had not been any model to accurately exhibit the behavior of a 
curled strand. Investigators concluded that straight hair has a 2D movement 
while curly hair has physics which are multi-directional, which makes it more 
complex and the longer the hair gets the more complex it becomes (Kluger 2014) 
 

     Fig 1. Image depicting hair follicle structure and reflection (Yan et al, 2010) 
 
Hair and fur have common structures but are not identical and have features 
which differ from each other. Fur usually has a rougher surface than human hair 
does due to a more complex cuticle structure (Yan et al 2010). The cuticle is a 
thin sheath covering the cortex (see fig 1). The fiber hair is formed by the cortex 
and the pigmentation is found within the core, which is called the medulla. What 
determines the color of the human hair is dependent on the cortex and the 
medulla (Marschner 2003). Meanwhile, in fur, the medulla has no pigment. The 
inside of the medulla act as an internal scattering and these are more complex 
within fur fibers than within human hair and can make up for a large part of the 
cylindrical shape, while in human hair it is very small. It’s what gives the fur its 
diffuse appearance. It also implies that the medulla and cortex could have a 
different index of refraction depending on how it is structured. These can be 
either completely hollow such as the case of the polar bear or it can be more 
complex (Yan et al 2010) 

The reason behind mammals’ coloration depends mostly on camouflage. 
The color should blend into their natural environment or in the case of spotted 
animals match the light and dark points of their environment. Animals with 
patterns it’s sometimes a way of identifying each other. 

Melanin pigmentation is created in the shafts of the hair. Color variations 
in fur are common in most mammals. The influence of their genetics and 
environment such as temperature is a factor to the color of the coat. The 
mammal may not have the same coloration throughout their life and factors such 
as stress and age can cause depigmentation.  In some mammals, the coats of its 
younger population differ from their adults. For example, spotted coats in baby 
pumas which can not be found in an adult puma’s coat (Caro 2005) 
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When it comes to hair, darker hair can often have the appearance of being 
shinier than light hair. This is due to how the light is reflected off the surface and 
scattered in the inside of the hair. When the light bounces back out again the look 
becomes more diffuse (Robbins 1994) 

2.4 Grooming  
 
There is a range of different softwares that are used to create fur. Some 
companies use their own grooming software while other use non-propriertary 
softwares. The way grooming works in computer graphics is an instance 
generator which populates the surface of a model. It’s a procedural workflow 
where you work with certain attributes through modifiers, nodes or groom tools 
to achieve the desired look (Maya Autodesk 2017). The hair being generated 
starts off standing out straight from the mesh and then must be combed and 
styled (Hill, 2006) 
 
Description 
Populates groom in a specific region of the mesh. For example, in a human mesh, 
there would be separate descriptions for eyebrows and beard.  
 When creating a description, a sculpt modifier is created which consists 
out of layers to edit your groom. 
 
Density 
The number of splines generated on the model. The density can be controlled 
either by selecting faces or by creating a density mask pinpointing where on the 
model there should be hair. 
 
Taper 
An effect where the tip is thinner or wider than the root. If you set a positive 
value it makes the tip narrow while a negative will make it wider. Usually, this is 
set to positive for a more natural look. 
 
Combing and modifiers 
There are different brushes used to sculpt the appearance of the fur. This 
includes comb, noise, clumping, smoothing. (Maya Autodesk) 

Noise is an important part of the natural appearance of the hair which 
generates irregularity (Neulander, Huang, and Rijkpema n.d). What noise does is 
that it generates a three-dimensional effect in conjunction with the length of 
each hair strand and makes it less uniform.  

Modifers changes the appearance of the entire fur. Effective if you want the 
same effect on the whole fur and not just selected areas. This also includes noise 
and clumping. Masks can also be used to terminate which sections of the groom 
that should be influenced by the modifier. With clumping, for example, this 
enables the groom artist to apply clumping size and strength in these specific 
areas.  Clumping effects exists in real hair and what the clumping does is that it 
mimics this natural effect for more realism. (Maya Autodesk) 
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2.5 Look development 

2.5.1 Hair shading and rendering 
 
Rendering hair has been a big challenge in computer graphics and there have 
been different models through the years to deal with this factor. The big issue 
being the complexity of the geometry of the hair as well as its scattering. The first 
shading model was Kaijya (1989) then Marschner (2003) which was a more 
physically accurate model. (Yan et al 2010) 
 Path tracing can be used in rendering hair but is problematic because it 
has restricted running time. Marschner uses photon mapping to calculate the 
multiple scattering. The downside of photon mapping hair is that it’s 
computionally costly and memory consuming due to the need of high resolution. 
Yuksel [2007] proposed alternative methods for global illumination for fibers. It 
makes simplifications which neglects inter-reflections which means that it’s less 
accurate (Zinke et al 2008). 
 In King kong: Skull island. They used camera culling to remove hairs 
which were not in the shot which reduced the render time. (Seymour 2017) 
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3 Method 
 

3.1 Method 1: Process of a realistic groom 
 
For the first method, I will use an existing animal model provided by Fable FX 
which will be used for the practical experiment for this thesis. I’m using an 
animal model because it needs to be applied to a real example for a clearer 
evaluation of the final product. Using a sphere would not give as accurate results 
as fur is always used within a context. I will research the process of creating a 
realistic groom and how it will affect modeling and look development 
departments. Challenges will be documented during the progress. 
 

3.2 Method 2: Comparing the visual result 
 
The second part will be devoted to the final look of the grooming comparing the 
result of the groom with a real image and see where the realism is lacking and 
how it perhaps could be improved. What makes it look less or more realistic?  
Showing images through the process and the choices which made it look more 
realistic.   
 

3.3 Method 3: Survey 
A survey will be conducted using google survey form and will be used for 
validation for method two. This will be handled through three questions. 

• How realistic do you find the computer-generated fur in today’s movies? 
Rank from 1 to 10. 1 being not realistic and 10 being very realistic. 

• How realistic is the computer-generated lion’s fur comparing to the 
reference photo of the real lion? Rank from 1 to 10. 1 being not realistic 
and 10 being very realistic. 

• Feel free to comment on what parts you find realistic or not. 
 

3.4 Method Critique 
 
The process of the groom, due to limited previous knowledge is a risky method 
as depending on the animal’s complexity. The risk with this is also that it is a 
very broad question and doing this type of method is also a risk of becoming 
more like a tutorial than a research. This will have to be handled carefully to 
avoid that outcome. The second method has also a risk of being too subjective, 
even though it is compared with an image it is still through how I perceive the 
differences and similarities between the example and the photo.  
This survey is not divided into target groups, there could be a different result 
between those who have computer graphics experience and those who do not. 
Something which could go wrong in this method, is that not enough people will 
respond to this survey which will make it less valid. The risk with the survey, 
even though they are asked to judge the fur’s level of realism, they could easily 
still judge the whole animal.  
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4 Result and Discussion 

4.1 Grooming Challenges and functions 
 

4.1.1 Grooming’s impact on the modeling department 
 
Transfer grooming 

 
In VFX it’s important to not have any bottlenecks and being able to do iterations 
and improvements of each department without destroying another part of the 
pipeline. Thus, why it’s important to be able to transfer the groom to a new 
model. This also means the groom artist can start grooming before the model is 
completely done which is more effective.  In the result of the research, 
transferring groom to a new model with more subdivisions or with a new 
topology works smoothly. Transferring a groom to a model which have been 
altered, works to some extent. The areas on the nose on fig 3 where there are 
more subtle changes in the model, the groom still holds up. On the more extreme 
changes on the side of the head, the groom won’t transfer well. This means that 
the grooming and modeling departments have flexibility to some extent. This 
requires the low poly model to be to most part completed before it is sent to the 
grooming department. The most preferable being that it is completely done 
because it would mean less backtracking or the groomer. 
 Although sculpt layers are easily transferred to a new model, it is but a 
direct copy of those layers merged together, this becomes the new base and 
won’t be containing the layer history. Modifiers are not transferable and would 
have to be redone. A good workflow is to wait with the modifiers until the model 
is finalized. Otherwise, the settings of the modifier would have to be applied to a 
new modifier. Which is a waste of time and should be avoided if possible. 
 Although the shape of the model cannot be altered that extremely, groom 
does work with displacement, since you can plug in your displacement map into 
the groom enabling the hair to be re-calculated from the new position.  
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4.1.1.1 Scale and size 
 
Scaling and grooming do not work well 
together. The acute importance of working in 
the correct scale in the modeling department 
is very much apparent when it comes to a 
model which needs grooming. Scaling the 
model will distort the density and length of 
the groom. Transferring a groom to a scaled 
model will give the same result. Therefore, it 
is vital that the model has the correct scale, 
and in case it’s too large or too small it is to 
prefer to scale the other things in the scene 
instead that does not deal with grooming. If 
the model is scaled, it would require the 
groom to be scaled as well, so it is possible to 
correct it if the model needs scaling, it’s 
additional work though and would be avoided 
in a production. 
 
The image to the right shows the result of a 
scaled model. Figure 4 shows the original 
groom and model and figure number 5 shows 
what happens to the groom after scaling the 
model around 70% of its size. The hair scale 
remains the same. The general rule is not to 
scale the model after applying groom.                Fig 6. Scale difference between fig 4 and 5. 

 
Another thing to keep in mind in the modeling department when there is 
grooming involved is to remember that long or semi-long fur will make the 
model appear thicker. Since the lion has very short fur on the body, this didn’t 
need to be considered in this case. But, for a different animal this is a factor that 
needs to be considered. The model might have to be made thinner than it really 
is to look right with the fur. This is illustrated by looking at fig 5 on the scaled 
model where the fur is longer, it makes the model look a lot thicker. In cases like 
that it is better to make the model too thin than the other way around if semi-
long or long hair is being applied.  
 

4.1.2 Grooming’s impact on texturing 
 
When it comes to texturing, the mammal being in production will require 
different approaches depending on what mammal it is. Do the root and tip have 
separate colors? Then there should be two maps treating the root color and one 
for the tip color. It also depends on the shader you use since not all shaders 
might not treat root and tip separately. Does it have a lot of change in color? If 
the color is quite uniform, then the hair color can be approached using just the 
shader. The texture of the fur can be plugged into the shader and use the UV for 
coloration, but you must tell the shader to use the UV parameters for it to work. 
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In the case of the lion, there were two maps created. The body and the short hair 
used the same map, then a separate map for the mane. The texture was created 
by a combination of using photo projection and painting. If there are decent 
quality photos that can be used, this is a good idea. This gives a realistic look fast. 
In VFX you want a lot of high-resolution detail. Therefore, the UV can be 
separated into UDIM.  The body UV being on one UV set, while the face is on the 
UV set next to it. The body was mainly handpainted while the face was mostly 
from projection, therefore, the face coloration looks more realistic than the body 
does. It’s hard to handpaint the way fur looks as it easily becomes too sharp the 
transition between colors are usually subtler and some strands will have 
different color 

To give the fur some extra coloration, it will be more enhanced if the 
mesh has the same map as the fur. But this also depends on the animal and how 
much of the skin will be showing through the hair, then there might be separate 
maps treating the skin and the fur separately.  

The look development and grooming are very closely linked and should 
be in the works simultaneously.  
  

4.1.3 General grooming challenges 
 
Density 
 
When applying a groom, the artist can either decide where on the mesh the 
description should be by either selecting faces or creating a density mask 
consisting of an alpha map. While working with the lion, the mane was not 
reaching far enough on his back. An attempt of correcting this was made by 
trying to paint and add a density map which would reach further on the back. 
However, the result showed it did not work to correct these types of mistakes. 
But, if you instead have too much fur and use a density mask to remove hair, this 
works without problem. Therefore, it is always better to choose a bigger region 
of hair than you would think you’d need and then remove hair. That way the 
mistakes can easier be fixed and perhaps avoided. In this situation, instead of 
remaking the whole mane which would be a waste of time. A new description 
was added for the additional fur. This is probably a clever idea to avoid because 
this entails another description that would have to be simulated. 
 
Heavy computation & Rendering 
 
One of the biggest challenges with fur is rendering due to heavy computing. The 
rendering time becomes increasingly higher considering all the density, texture, 
shading and lighting on the fur. This becomes tedious and takes away a lot of 
time from production waiting for it to render to be able to see what to correct. 
This is because grooming is finalized by its rendering, the artist can’t completely 
tell how it’s going to look until it’s been rendered. You must render to see what 
corrections need to be made.  
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Dynamics 
                                                                                            
This section also correlates to the heavy computing, it is extremely heavy to 
simulate fur. Attempting to simulate the mane was immensely slow and could 
not be handled in a great way. First, there was too many guide curves for the 
computer to calculate in a reasonable time frame so the number of guide curves 
had to be reduced to about 70%. 
 

4.2 Grooming process approach 
 

4.2.1 Groom and visual process 
 
The groom artist should analyze the type of mammal being created and come up 
with an approach by deconstructing its visual features into a description 
structure, if it has diverse types of fur, then treat these differently to ease the 
creation process. Short hair won’t be simulated the same way as long hair would, 
or if it even needs simulation, therefore, it’s good to keep these separate if the 
mammal has different lengths of fur, such as the lion with short hair on the body 
and a long mane. Keeping the mane and the short haired body in the same 
description would be very difficult to get right and would be destructive towards 
reaching a result. The generated splines also have x amount of cvs which if it’s 
longer hair it will require more cvs than short hair. If there is too little cvs on the 
hair strand it will look less smooth. It can be compared to a model not having 
enough poly count.   

It’s a good idea to maintain the amount of density in the splines quite low 
while working, due to high density will cause software to work slowly or even 
crash. However, it should not be a too low amount that the visual result can’t be 
distinguishable.   
 

Fig 7. Short hair with no noise and little density                   Fig 8. Increased density and added noise 

 
 
Above there are close-up images of the fur progress. First the fur was combed in 
the right direction but it lacked realistic features to it such as noise. Also, it did 
not have the right density. In figure number 9 noise have been added to the fur 
and made it denser, just by doing these two things which are easy fixes it already 
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looks a lot more realistic. More irregularity in the hairs creates a more natural 
effect. 

The first version of the lion has low density of the short hair of the body 
and the mane is very straight and too smooth. In version two the mane has some 
more noise irregularity and clumping which gives a more realistic look. The 
mane has been extended so it reaches further on the back. The texture has also 
been fixed so the mane has a change in coloration which gives it a more realistic 
look. According to representatives at the studio, the shape of the mane looks 
good but there is almost no transition between the short fur on the face to the 
large mane. This creates a sharp edge around the face which looks unnatural. It 
was also mentioned that the hair on some parts of the mane looks too straight. to 
obtain a natural look, the hairs should bend with gravity.  Otherwise, it will look 
more like it’s wind in the hair. The hair has high amount of glossiness which 
should be reduced, because if it’s too shiny it makes it look CG.  

For version three the fur was made more diffuse and the lighting has 
changed. Version two has more interesting light but is too yellow but it makes 
the lion look more three-dimensional. The transition between the mane and the 
face is smoother. However, the fur in the face is too long and the overall lion 
would need more detail. As mentioned in the theory, the attributes which makes 
something look realistic comes down to detail and variation. To make this lion 
look more realistic it would need more variation in color in the texture and less 
uniform and repetitive hair in the mane. 
 Other approaches that could be made is the usage of more maps to 
control attributes of irregularities. Use of guide curves for the long hair for more 
control. Perhaps a split description for the face and the body for more control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           Fig 9. Grooming process iterations 
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4.2.2 Photo comparison 

 
Fig 10. Lion reference (Pixabay)                                               Fig 11. CG Lion 
 
The CG fur has similar attributes to the photo. It has about the same amount of 
clumping. To be more similar in that context it would need bigger clumping on 
top of the head. The sides of the face should have shorter hair and the fur 
surrounding the face should be its own segment apart from the rest of the mane 
which is smooth. The short CG fur looks longer than on the photograph but is 
similar. It needs more color variation.  The taper on the to top of the head and on 
the bottom, looks similar.  

This specific lion has a very long mane, which the CG lion does not have. 
Manes do however differ in appearance from lion to lion. 
The hair is too slicked back while on the photograph it is somewhat slicked back 
and then bends down. It partly does this on the CG lion but there should be more 
definition.  
The color shift in the mane looks similar. The lighting on the CG lion is a bit flat 
and the fur is too diffuse. 
 The key elements of realism stating in the theory section were color, light, 
distance, three-dimensional and detail. Imperfections is a detail. For this lion to 
look more realistic, it would need more imperfections and more variation in 
color and length on the short hair. It needs better lighting and posing to highlight 
the three-dimensional space. The key is to make the fur abandon the procedural 
look that it easily gets and give it more natural look through less repetitive 
patterns, asymmetry and singular hair strands breaking patterns. 
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4.2.3 Survey result 
 
How realistic do you find computer-generated fur in movies? Such as The Jungle 
book and Life of Pi. 1 being not realistic at all and 10 being very realistic.  
       

 
Fig.12 The result of publics thoughts on the realism level of fur in movies. 
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How realistic is the computer-generated lions fur comparing to the reference 
photo? 1 being not realistic at all and 10 being very realistic. 
 

Fig.13 The result of publics thoughts on the realism level of the lion’s fur.  
 
 

34 people took part of this test. Evaluating the result, most of the public found 
the real production examples to be approximately one level higher or the same 
level in realism. The production examples having most votes on 8 and then 9. 
The lion had equal number of votes on 7 and 8. Production example had more 
votes on 9 and 8 in total. 

The public was asked to comment on what they found realistic and not. 
The conclusion of the comments of the public shows that for the computer-
generated lion to be more realistic it needs more variation. Most thought the 
mane was the most realistic while the short hair was less realistic, especially in 
the face and coloration. The least realistic area was the nose area. Some 
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commented on the lighting and perhaps the fact that it is against a gray 
background which is an unnatural environment that makes it appear less 
realistic as well. The biggest problem they had with the fur was the fact that it 
looks too controlled. To quote one of the comments “The mane looks too soft like 
it has been washed with conditioner” The issue that they had with CG fur in 
movies is that it often feels dead in its movement or it has too much movement. 
Also, that it is too shiny which makes it appear like plastic. However, they 
thought the lion’s fur was too diffuse.  
 This result means that the lion is not quite there yet in production 
standard but needs some more detail for it to look more believable. Also, a 
setting and better lighting would give it a more believable impression. 
 The results range from 4 to 10 in both with a low percentage in 4 and 10. 
It also shows that it is a split question and different ideas of what makes 
something look realistic.  
 

4.3 Method analysis 
The method could have been more substantial when it comes to the visual 

progress in grooming. An idea for developing the method could have been 
creating two different furs for two animals and compare them but due to time 
constraints, this was not doable. It would give a broad perspective on the 
challenges of grooming since one animal can pose certain challenges which the 
other wouldn’t. For further research, that would be a good thing to develop 
further on.  The function with the other departments are small experiments that 
feel distinct. It’s a very broad question though so this had to be restricted in favor 
for some structure and time. Another big part that could have been considered 
further in the functionality would be the dynamic part of fur, creating weather 
effects on the fur such as wet or muddy fur. However, that could be its entirely 
own paper due to its complexity and would be a lot to take on in such short 
amount of time while covering other aspects. Another approach for the method 
could have been to try to recreate a specific photo of a lion or another animal 
with similar lighting. Since the lighting was not a part of this thesis, there was no 
focus put on the lighting. Lighting’s importance should not be ignored though 
since that affects how realistic something looks. Using this method, a more 
precise analysis could be conducted. The use of a rat for example where there’s a 
lot of close up reference photos and photos against a gray background, so that 
the environment does not impact the realism level in the same way if it is 
compared against a real animal against a gray background. Then the image could 
have been recreated and the survey could include guessing which one is real and 
which is fake or if both are real. 
    The lion as the experiment is a very challenging model to create. The mane is 
very iconic and according to the studio one of the hardest things you can do 
when it comes to grooming. Creating hair for another animal would have 
perhaps given a more realistic result. However, the lion is a good example to use 
as it deals both with short hair and long hair. However, due to its very short hair, 
it requires a lot of hair to get the right density which is very hard to compute, 
working with another animal would perhaps be less computing heavy. 34 people 
took part of the survey, which can be discussed whether this is enough or not. 
Preferably, I would have liked to have atleast 100 people answering the survey. 
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The survey could have been posted on different CG forums and through the LTU 
website. Due to time constraints, there was not enough time to post this on 
different mediums.  
 

4.4 Result and theory discussion 
 

Creating photorealistic animals in the VFX industry will probably increase 
and might totally replace animal actors in movies as technology advances, it’s 
also cheaper and provides more control for the shot. Being able to create realistic 
animals requires time and experience. The more experience you have the more 
likely you are to be able to create a realistic result. It can be discussed though 
whether it will ever be realistic enough and might face similar difficulties as 
creating humans in computer graphics. 

Just like in real life, short fur is less complex than long. It is relatively easy 
and fast to create short fur meanwhile long hair is far more complex and 
therefore will be harder to recreate. In this experiment, I did not use guide 
curves, which might have been a good idea. However, recreating short fur proves 
difficult in other contexts, especially very short fur like on the lion, because it is 
so short it’s difficult to get a visible variation in the short hair and needs more 
density than long hair which makes it very heavy to compute. In this lion, I was 
forced to make the hair slightly longer because otherwise the density would be 
too high for the computer to handle. It is easy to create generic realistic hair, but 
it is hard to create realistic hair in a context. Attempting to create hair which 
should look a very specific way and match the model. This may differ depending 
on what animal, if you would take a bunny, for example, which has about the 
same length of hair all over its body and not much clumping going on this would 
be much easier to recreate. Animals which have very specific type of fur, or 
certain long patches is a great challenge to recreate. 

I mentioned in the theory that fur and hair have different appearances, this 
does not seem to be considered in the shader, however, you can fake it by 
making it more diffuse or more specular. Since the index of refraction varies in 
each animal due to different fiber structure, to get a correct result you would 
need to know the index of refraction of the specific animal’s fibers. If you want 
the fur to look the more realistic, especially if there is fur which varies in color 
from black to lighter colors, it should consider darker hair reflects differently 
from light hair. Perhaps this could be scripted but that could be something which 
gives the fur a more realistic look. 
    Although realism is important, is that always what is best for the image or the 
impression you want to give for a certain movie or commercial? Such as the case 
in King Kong, the director did not want gorilla hair. The client may have a 
completely different idea than the photo references.  For example, if the lion 
conducted in this thesis was for a client they might have wanted an even bigger 
mane depending on what impression they wanted the lion to give, which in the 
end might not be the most realistic. Sometimes maybe they want the fur to be a 
completely different color than what it naturally has because it’s a product or 
company which is associated with a specific color, which they may want to 
enhance. Such as the case in the 02 commercial by the Mill where they created a 
blue bunny.  
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Realistic hair relies heavily on look development and lighting. If the 
texturing is not varied or detailed enough, then the fur will not have a detailed 
look either of course. Lighting and shading and how the hair reflects are what 
makes the hair look like hair. With more time spent on the lighting and shading 
the lion could perhaps look more realistic. 

 

4.4.1 Process discussion 
The important first step of creating realistic animals, as cited in the 

theory, is to gather a lot of reference material. The mane was created looking at 
many different photographs and references of lions. This is also confusing 
because the manes looked different in all those photographs. One could have a 
lot of clumping while the second had very fine hair and the third very noisy hair.  
 If you are making something for a client, the client may have an idea of what 
they want the look to be and will send you a reference photo of what they want.  

I think one of the mistakes in the process is perhaps increasing the 
density too fast. Just like in modeling you should do very rough block in first to 
get the shape right. This could be approached in grooming as well. Little hair at 
first with more width to get the direction of the hairs right and then the length of 
the hair, such as if it should be shorter in the face than on the body for example 
and after that increase the density, decrease the width and go into some more 
detail. It’s dangerous to go into detail too fast because then you lose some of the 
control required to reach a good result. Maintaining a good width of the hair 
while working, since if the hair should look natural it should be quite thin, 
however, if it’s that thin in the viewport you won’t see what you’re doing. 

In almost all the articles I read about grooming in different productions, 
the grooming software had to be improved each time, especially when it came to 
the simulation of hair. My guess is that there will be a lot of things advancing in 
grooming in the next 5 to 10 years, as computers will be able to handle more and 
more, it will ease the groomer's job, especially when it comes to simulations and 
long render times. Also, to note is that this is just one lion, in a movie perspective 
there might be a flock of lions which need to interact with each other. These are 
factors which also must be dealt with when it comes to grooming’s heavy 
performance consumer. This is probably dealt with caching but will also need 
strong render farms. 
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4.4.2 Survey discussion 
   

 Although most people rated the computer-generated fur in movies today as a 
very high level of realism, there were very few who rated it as a 10. Meaning that 
there is more to develop to get it to the right level it needs or if it is perhaps 
impossible to get it to 100% realistic, just like it is challenging to create photo-
realistic humans. My estimation before the survey was that I thought it would get 
a rating between 8 and 10, but there were people who rated it as low as a 4. This 
could mean many things but also what their reference point is. As mentioned in 
theory and cited by Stremmel, 2004 how reality is represented is related to how 
the features of color, proportions, three-dimensional aspects, distance and light 
are perceived. This also means the people’s view depends on how they interpret 
these features. 
 There are factors which could impact the lion’s level of realism, mainly 
lighting. It should have been posed in a more three-dimensional pose as this is 
one of the key features for realism. The gray background also gives a less 
unnatural feeling comaring the lion in it’s natural habitat. Since lighting and 
compositing were not part of this thesis, it loses parts of it’s realism which could 
affect people’s answers even if they are only supposed to judge the fur alone.  
 It would be interesting to see the difference of result between people in 
the business and regular people and difference them in two different target 
groups.  
  

5 Conclusion 
 
The process of creating a realistic and sustainable fur is an elaborate process 
which requires technical and artistic skills combined with a structural approach. 
The challenges of grooming are many and changes the approach in other 
departments when dealing with grooming in the pipeline. In modeling, the 
relationship between model and groom is somewhat flexible which gives a more 
dynamic process in the creature development. It holds up well in slight changes 
in the model’s appearance. However, extreme changes do not translate well. It’s 
also required from the modeling that the model is precise in scale, as scaling a 
model with a groom will distort the groom.  It needs to be considered that semi-
long and long fur add a lot of thickness to the model which needs to be 
considered when creating the model. These conclussions would propose that, the 
most ideal for the relationship between model and groom is that the low poly 
model is done and approved before being sent to grooming. In texturing, it could 
entail more texture maps being created depending on what animal it is and how 
complex the color variation is.  If the fur is non-complex and one color it could 
perhaps just be solved with the shader.  It’s challenging to make realistic fur 
texture and easily looks too handpainted. The look development and grooming 
are very closely connected and should be handled simultaneously to evaluate its 
complete look, this will make it clearer for the groom artist and for the 
texture/look development artist what changes needs to be made. The fur’s 
realism relies heavily on the color variation in the texture/shader, it also 
depends heavily on lighting.  
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 When it comes to the approach of creating realistic fur, references are 
vital. It is also important that the fur has enough detail in both shape and texture. 
Irregularities such as noise and clumping are critical for the realism. Everything 
you do in grooming can easily look procedural even though it looks realistic. It’s 
important to look out for repetitive patterns and break these, it concludes that if 
something looks too controlled or too perfect it will look less real because this 
means it lacks detail.  It’s challenging to get away from the procedural look. It is 
also challenging to create a specific look as for a specific animal.  
 The thesis shows that the example done in this report needs to be about a 
level higher in realism to reach the industry standard of today according to the 
survey conducted. With more attention to detail and variation, it could reach the 
right level needed. The thesis also shows, that the opinions are divided whether 
how realistic fur in CG is today and there seems to be more to develop to reach a 
higher level of realism even in movies today.  
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